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Jonathan LaPaglia (/ l É™ Ëˆ p É‘Ë• l i É™ /, Italian: [laËˆpaÊŽÊŽa]; born 31 August 1969) is an Australian
actor known for his roles as Frank B. Parker in the television series Seven Days, Kevin Debreno in The
District and Det. Tommy McNamara in New York Undercover.. In April 2016, LaPaglia was announced as the
host of Network Ten's revival of Australian Survivor.
Jonathan LaPaglia - Wikipedia
In 2002, he appeared in Young Lions.In years to follow, he had small guest roles in the Australian soap
Neighbours and the science fiction series Farscape.In 2008, Dimitriades played assassin Victor Brincat
(known as Mr. T or 'The Running Man' in the show) in the drama series Underbelly.. In 2011, he featured in
The Slap, the TV adaptation of the novel of the same name by Christos Tsiolkas.
Alex Dimitriades - Wikipedia
Regarding the Defence contract awarded to Qld an important factor, from a common sense aspect, was that
40% of Army and 2 out of the 3 of the units using those vehicles are in Qld.
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